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•
Hi everyone, I’m Tom Bridge, I’m a partner at Technolutionary LLC in Washington DC. We’re an Apple Consultants Network member, and we serve small to medium
businesses. Our target market is 10 to 200.
•
We’re five or six years into Munki at this point. It’s a mature platform that is managing probably millions of Macs across the enterprise. It’s a very stable piece of
work, for which we have to thank all of the contributors to the project. If you’ve ever committed code to the Munki Project, please raise your hand.
•
Munki manages around 500 of our Macs across our client base. That’s approximately 90% of our fleet.
•
We started using Munki for deployment primarily back in 2013 at one client. Since then, we’ve done more than 30 Munki installs for groups as small as a single
user, and as large as 150.

MUNKI IN A BOX
https://github.com/tbridge/munki-in-a-box

•
Every Munki install we’ve done in the last two years has been largely the product of Munki in a Box. That doesn’t mean that they were always done right the first
time, and some of the choices that we’ve made have influenced choices that have been made in Munki in a Box.
•
For example, we released earlier this year a new version that makes overrides for the default recipes as part of the process and uses those by default.

BEFORE WE DIVE INTO MY
STORIED CAREER OF MISTAKES

WHY MISTAKES
MATTER

Before we start on why my life should server as a warning to others, primarily, we need to talk about why making mistakes matters.
Without mistakes, you don't innovate. You don’t stretch yourself. You don’t grow. You don’t learn.
Mistakes are a big part of what define our growth paths. Don’t ever stop making mistakes, or think you’re too important to try something where you can make a mistake.
If you stop daring, you stop growing, and while there are some people who want that at some point in their career, I certainly haven’t enjoyed working with people who
like to sit still.
No one says you have to move fast and break things, like at Facebook, but if you’re not moving, or testing the edges of your knowledge, you should be. Try not to have
terrible consequences, but think through your actions.

WHY CHANGE
MANAGEMENT MATTERS

•
•
•
•

Thinking carefully about fleet-wide decisions is a challenge that every IT department or consultant has whether they want it or not.
You can go YOLO Life and just test your code in production, but that doesn’t always have the best results.
If you can develop change management that is reviewed by others, or even just give yourself a little time to think about the problem before leaping into a solution,
you can reap the benefits.
Keep in mind: I don’t always get to put changes through these systems. Sometimes you just have to YOLO it.

WHY CHANGE MANAGEMENT MATTERS

+ 🔥 = 🔥

•
•

Do you really want to touch every machine in your fleet?
Not without a real good reason

•
This is why you test. If you’ve got a test machine and you make a mistake, the fixes are trivial at best, and a mild inconvenience at worst, and you can learn and
iterate and develop fixes without disturbing the people that count on you.
•
Because that’s the thing: people are counting on you. Your role is to protect the systems from failure and to protect the organization’s mission. There are stakes
involved, and you have a serious role to play.

WHY CHANGE MANAGEMENT MATTERS
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•
Once upon a time, before I learned this lesson, we had a client with 40 machines and a central munki server. I thought I was being clever, and I pushed a payload
free package to update a few of their settings.
•
Hilarity ensued. The machines stopped checking into the locally created server. This necessitated a round robin visit to every machine in their environment, taking
hours of time that we couldn’t bill for.
•
That’s when I got real serious about careful setup of Munki environments, and about change management for their environments

BEST BETS FOR CHANGE MANAGEMENT

Mobile Device Managers

No, I’m not suggesting that you have to use Profile Manager. But it’s the reference installation for the MDM Specification.
•
Why? Confirmation and Fixability.
•
Revisions to individual preferences are more straightforward to remedy in the future
•
Out of band management. If you’re updating Munki’s management settings via Munki, if you make a mistake, you’re out of luck. You now have a system that won’t
update *anything*.
•
If you must script it, make sure the script fails safely if it fails and returns the old values, and that if the change is successful, you have some notification method of
the change. We’ll talk a little bit more about a good way for handling that in a bit.

BEST BETS FOR CHANGE MANAGEMENT

Puppet

Chef

•
Why? Confirmation and Fixability.
•
Revisions to individual preferences are more straightforward to remedy in the future
•
Out of band management. If you’re updating Munki’s management settings via Munki, if you make a mistake, you’re out of luck. You now have a system that won’t
update *anything*.
•
If you must script it, make sure the script fails safely if it fails and returns the old values, and that if the change is successful, you have some notification method of
the change. We’ll talk a little bit more about a good way for handling that in a bit.

TEST EARLY,
TEST OFTEN
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•
If you’re not testing with virtual machines, now’s a really good time to start. You should be testing your common cases at a bare minimum, and you should be
testing your edge cases where you know they exist.
•
Testing is how you make sure it’s not going to massively fails in ways that you were able to predict ahead of deployment.
•
It’s straight forward to make a test lab out of virtual machines.
•
Don’t limit your testing to just virtual machines, though, try your tests out on hardware that matches the majority of your fleet, and at least one machine that
matches your critical users. This is hard, sometimes. And sometimes you may not get the luxury. But if you don’t test at all, you can’t protect your people.

SOURCE CONTROL

XKCD by Randall Munroe under Creative Commons License

•
Source Control for Munki repositories can be a lot of work, but if you have a sizable fleet, it can help you avoid career-ending mistakes.
▾
You can use a private repo on GitHub even, it will help prevent mistakes. There are whole articles on doing this process, and if your repo is large, and the stakes
high, you can save yourself substantially.
•
http://grahampugh.github.io/2015/12/07/version-control-munki-autopkg.html
•
https://github.com/munki/munki/wiki/Munki-With-Git
•
https://www.afp548.com/2014/11/24/introduction-to-git-fat-for-munki/
•
https://www.afp548.com/2014/12/01/git-fat-intro-part-two-setup-and-migration/
•
Moving to source control for your Munki environment is going to put a lot of strictures on your changes to the environment, but moving away from the YOLO Life
should be a theme as we talk through a lot of the problems that we’ve worked through.
•
As a consultant, we spend a lot of time addressing problems and doing the day-to-day scut work of IT. A lot of our clients are small, and a lot of them don’t have a
lot of resources. Source Control can be a challenge of its own to implement well, and you have your work cut out for you.

AND NOW FOR MY
PARADE OF MISTAKES

On to my parade of mistakes and how I’ve fixed them.
Some of these aren’t full on mistakes, but the best practice may have changed, or the use case of the installation may have changed. The result is still the same: I have to
fix something in a fleet-deployed environment without upsetting the apple cart.
Some changes are easy, some changes are hard. Here’s how I dealt with them.

HTTP ONLY

HTTP ONLY
DIFFICULT Y: EASY TO MEDIUM
IMPORTANCE: MEDIUM TO HIGH

▾

•

Why, oh why, would you do that? Hardwired network or lab machines.

•

Get a commercial cert, or a CA-signed cert.

•

Trust the certificate if necessary.

•

Change the endpoint to use the certificate

Why’d we do it?
•
Simplicity. Hardwired network or lab machines.
•
Certificates? Who Needs Certificates?
▾
Why’d we change it?
•
We expanded the mission. Suddenly they were using munki not just in their lab, but on their laptops. Which would’ve been fine if they were chained to the
desk, but they weren’t. Laptops left.
•
Importance Level: Medium-High
•
Diﬃculty Level: Easy to Medium
▾
Solution
▾
Get a commercial cert, or a CA-signed cert.
•
Trust the Cert if Necessary at the client side
•
Change the endpoint to use the new https:// URL using a payload free package or other configuration change, or a bunch of interns with fast fingers and
admin terminal access.

HTTP ONLY
DIFFICULT Y: EASY TO MEDIUM
IMPORTANCE: MEDIUM TO HIGH
•

Public Repository? There’s more you must do.

•

HTTP Basic Auth
or

•

Client Certificates

▾
If you’re planning to expose your repository to the internet - and that may be a good idea if you have workers that regularly work from home, or plan to use their
computers outside the oﬃce ever, consider a few extra steps:
•
HTTP Basic Auth for providing a mechanism to authenticate that the clients pulling installer packages from your server are the ones you intend to do so
•
Client Certificates for providing a mechanism to stop rogue clients in the future.
•
Of the two, I would argue that the former is far more important than the latter, but if you’re deploying more than just standard commercial software with your
munki server, this is another method of making sure the machine can’t get additional resources if it falls into the wrong hands, or the Basic Auth password is
compromised.
•
Theoretically, you can have individual workstation Basic Auth keys. This is probably more overhead than Client Certificates.

BUT REALLY, TOM

WHY DO I
NEED
SECURITY?

REASONS YOU SHOULD SECURE YOUR REPO
IN SHORT: BEC AUSE, L AWYERS
•

Are you distributing keys this way? Secure it.

•

Are you distributing licensing via Munki? Secure it.

•

Have you read your own license agreements? Secure it.

•

Are you distributing organizational data or configurations? Secure it.

ONE MANIFEST

ONE MANIFEST
DIFFICULT Y: EASY TO MEDIUM
IMPORTANCE: VARIABLE
•

Why?! Began as a lab build-out, expanded elsewhere.

•

So, how do you expand from just using site_default?

•

Munki uses four possible identifiers for manifests if the value is not set:
•

Fully Qualified Domain Name (tbridge.technolutionary.com)

•

Short Domain Name (tbridge)

•

Serial Number

•

site_default

•
Individual manifests, tied back to a site_default manifest or other team-based manifests that you can manage organizationally, give you massively more flexibility
than you would have with just a single master manifest.
•
So, what are your options for creating manifests for everyone individually?
▾
If you don’t want to change anything on your devices, munki will use some default identifiers to assign the manifest without your intervention. These are:
•
FQDN
•
Short hostname
•
Serial Number
•
site_default
•
Personally, I tend to gravitate toward the serial number. You have a record of it somewhere (I hope) and you can easily instantiate it by duplicating the manifest of
another machine and then editing it.
•
Spend some time reading this guide to Manifests by Victor Vrantchan: https://groob.io/posts/manifest-guide/

ONE MANIFEST
DIFFICULT Y: EASY TO MEDIUM
IMPORTANCE: VARIABLE
•

Read Victor’s Manifest Guide:
https://groob.io/posts/manifest-guide/

•

Read Alan’s Manifest Guide:
https://technology.siprep.org/another-opinionated-guide-to-munki-manifests/

•

Make new manifest files (You can — and should — script this!) and test.

Read Victor’s Opinionated Guide to Manifests, and then Read Alan’s. They’re two strong viewpoints that you won’t get confused reading. They have multiple approaches
to this depending on whether or not you’ve already trod the garden path away from site_default, as well as using Munki Web Admin with Serial Number based manifests
in a clear and sane way.

SINGLE CATALOG

WHAT?!

SINGLE CATALOG
DIFFICULT Y: EASY TO MEDIUM
IMPORTANCE: VERY %^&*ING HIGH

•
•

•

Create a Testing Catalog and a Production Catalog.

•

Select a group of testers

•

What’s a good test?

“Oh, all this stuﬀ is pretty safe. Nothing too funny here.”
Then they got a design team using Creative Cloud.

Living the YOLO life might be something you need to do if updates carry more priority in your org than the possible pitfalls of those updates.
Creating a catalog is easy - just add it to a pkginfo file of an existing package, and issue make catalogs.

FIND GOOD TESTERS

•
•
•
•

Never just one person
Never someone whose application scope is limited
Never someone whose work is indispensible (you get to help them decide who’s indispensible. Not having testers isn’t a good option either.)
Not just IT Department testers.

MAKE GOOD TESTS

▾

What’s a good test?
•
Launch the application. Does it crash?
•
Okay, maybe not that simplistic. If we were in education, what we’d do is to create a rubric for evaluating updates.
•
Pick some critical tests that your primary applications must pass and evaluate them against that.
▾
Browser:
•
Must load organization critical websites (Okta, Timesheets, Help Desk, WashingtonPost.com, ESPN.com, Something with Flash in it if you’re permitting Flash
in your organization.)
▾
Oﬃce Suite:
•
Pick a clear set of documents that your organization uses often. Make a copy. Test updates to these documents, save them, distribute them to another
workstation and make sure they open on the old version.
•
Print something.
▾
Creative Cloud:
•
The hardest of our workflows to test, because unless you are also a graphic designer, you’re going to need to borrow one to test the environment more fully.
•
Work with a designer to build the rubric of tasks and workflows.
•
Cover the printing process.
•
Cover 3rd Party Tools and

SHIRLEY WILL FIND YOU.

Vet the tools carefully and don’t mess it up. Shirley will find you.

IMPROPER DNS
&
SWITCHING SERVERS
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•
I remember the monkey bars on the playground well, you’d swing from one ring to another, trusting that you had enough momentum to reach the next ring or you’d
fall into the tan bark at the bottom. That tan bark was brutal. Sharp corners, itchy if it got under your shirt, but I suppose it was better than falling five feet onto asphalt.
The crazy things they let you do as kids.
•
All of that serves to say: you don’t want to have your users fall down into the tan bark as you shift between munki servers.
•
I’ve done this wrong, and it was a huge pain, and I’m here primarily to provide you with some good guidelines for how to prepare yourself for this move.

USE A PER-SERVICE
FQDN FOR SERVICES

▾
If you’re not using pure service fully qualified domain names for your software deployment, now is the time to start. Our very first munki server shared the name of
the box that served up the updates. server.clientname.com
•
Server had many roles at the organization. It was the OD Master, then the Wiki Server (yes, the Wiki Server. They customized it. Heavily.), then also a File
Server, and later still the Host for their phone switch. This was terrifying to us, and we’ve been raising the alarm with this client for some time.
•
Finally, we had permission to start to migrate things away and we realized that we were stuck. We couldn’t just change the DNS to match the new munki
server. Too many things relied on the old server.clientname.com domain.
•
If only we’d used just a service record, we could move the repository to the new apache or nginx container, switch the service record, and continue about
our day.
•
But we didn’t do that. So we had to change the SoftwareRepoURL on all of our clients to get them across the gap.
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•
So how did we choose to get there? This client has not opted into using MDMs yet, so we couldn’t just push a profile update.
•
We opted to write a tool to do it for us. Since we were just moving the repository to a new home, and changing the URL, we only needed to alter a single setting:
SoftwareRepoURL
•
But how do we make sure this works?
•
We thought about it generating a notification file somewhere on the server, but that sounded frustrating to check. We thought about it generating a service email,
but that even sounded tedious. I hate email, I get way too much of it.
•
What about Slack?
•
So I wrote a script that would check the Munki Preferences for a specific key, exit normally if it was set right, but if it wasn’t set right, it would make the change we
were looking for, and then use a Slack web hook to tell us that it had gone okay after all. Then we could verify with munkireport or through log analysis, that everything
had gone correctly.

Change Munki, Tell Slack

https://gist.github.com/tbridge/1906798f5957ff2559575d5190712ec0

•
So I wrote a script that would check the Munki Preferences for a specific key, exit normally if it was set right, but if it wasn’t set right, it would make the change we
were looking for, and then use a Slack web hook to tell us that it had gone okay after all. Then we could verify with munkireport or through log analysis, that everything
had gone correctly.

Change Munki, Tell Slack

https://gist.github.com/tbridge/1906798f5957ff2559575d5190712ec0

Change Munki, Tell Slack

https://gist.github.com/tbridge/45832cec31dffc464ea7d3aaaae2241d

Change Munki, Tell Slack Many Things

•
So how did we choose to get there? This client has not opted into using MDMs yet, so we couldn’t just push a profile update.
•
We opted to write a tool to do it for us. Since we were just moving the repository to a new home, and changing the URL, we only needed to alter a single setting:
SoftwareRepoURL
•
But how do we make sure this works?
•
We thought about it generating a notification file somewhere on the server, but that sounded frustrating to check. We thought about it generating a service email,
but that even sounded tedious. I hate email, I get way too much of it.
•
What about Slack?
•
So I wrote a script that would check the Munki Preferences for a specific key, exit normally if it was set right, but if it wasn’t set right, it would make the change we
were looking for, and then use a Slack web hook to tell us that it had gone okay after all. Then we could verify with munkireport or through log analysis, that everything
had gone correctly.

MAKE VERIFIABLE
CHANGES

All this is to say: Make sure that your changes verify that they’re done properly. When you write scripts to change settings, make sure you get a verification that the
change completes on a given host and point to that as a record.
Compare that list of clients using something verifiable. If you’re using Munki Report or something similar, you can view the error logs of a given environment to make sure
that machines aren’t still checking in on the old server, and then re-issue those scripts as necessary.
When you write a process like this to move between two host environments, make sure you get everyone.

BUT REALLY, YOU NEED
A CONFIG MANAGER

But really, these scripts and hoops that we all just jumped through are the sort of things that are only necessary when you’ve decided to ignore what Apple has given you
in the MDM specification, or what other (larger) organizations have been giving you for some time longer: configuration management that is verifiable and auditable.
Puppet, Chef, these are the kinds of professional tools that get used in large fleets for reasons: you want to make sure that your changes get made across a fleet the size
of Google’s or the size of Facebook’s. There’s no reason you can’t do that for a fleet of 50 or 100. It’s just more work. But it’s all more work.
Better busy than bored.

CHANGE MANAGEMENT
IS YOUR FRIEND

THIS PART FEELS SCARY

What is it about source control that feels just as much like voodoo as much as anything else?
Using a source control system can feel daunting, it can feel troubling, it can feel like nothing you’re doing is actually saving you time.
Much like anything else, it’s about getting through the awkward moments of early discovery and work yourself into pattern. Learn by breaking things. Just don’t learn in
production if you can avoid it.

THIS
IS

NOT
WRONG

IT ME.
Make sure that what you’re doing with commits makes sense.

#!/bin/bash
ACM="Just another fine automated commit message
made by robots on"
DATE=$(date)
ACMTOTAL="$ACM $DATE"
cd /Library/Server/Web/Data/Sites/Default/
munki_repo
git add .
git commit -m '$ACMTOTAL'

SPLIT YOUR REPO
SOURCE CONTROL

SYNC/REGENERATE

MANIFES TS
PKGINFO

PKGS
ICONS
C ATALOGS

600
KB

25
GB

Source Control can be used with files of so many types, but remember that any replication of your repository may require sync of a lot of information

BUT NOW WHAT?

GREAT QUESTION.

LET’S TALK ABOUT THE MISTAKES
I’M MAKING RIGHT NOW.

REQUIRES
MIDDLEWARE
CloudFront

USING CLOUDFRONT MIDDLEWARE
•

Install Signing Key from Amazon Account into /usr/local/munki

•

Install Middleware_Cloudfront.py script into /usr/local/munki

•

Assign Preferences with your Access Key ID to the Middleware

•

Change Endpoint URL to CloudFront.

https://github.com/AaronBurchfield/CloudFront-Middleware
CloudFront

HERE’S WHERE I’M GOING RIGHT NOW
IT MIGHT NOT BE THE RIGHT PATH TO FOLLOW
•

Managing Munki Repo on a dedicated admin machine

•

Putting Manifests & Pkginfo Files in Source Control at Gitlab

•

Using Autopkg to keep updates moving

•

Syncing the entire repo to S3

•

Using Cloudfront to distribute the S3 bucket to trusted clients

The idea is: we manage updates centrally for all our charges, not just internal folks. Our setup is backed by Cloudfront.

RIGHT NOW

This probably isn’t the best way to do it.

Total cost to experiment with it for a week.
$0.09
It’s one client checking in right now (this laptop), but we’ve also pushed a 25GB repo up there, and several oﬃce updates.

MUNKI MISTAKES MADE RIGHT
TO SUM UP

•

Change Management Matters

•

Without Change Management, Write Scripts

•

Use Service-based DNS Everywhere

•

Never Leap Without a Plan.

•

Use Munki’s Features As Much As You Can

•

If You’re Not Exploring, You’re Not Learning.

QUESTIONS?
Statements are not questions.

